This feature focuses on a reagent chosen by a postgraduate, highlighting the uses and preparation of the reagent in current research.

**Introduction**

In this manuscript some new aspects of electroorganic synthesis as a powerful method in organic chemistry are presented. Since the development of the Kolbe reaction in 1854 electrosynthesis has become more and more important in organic chemistry due to its following characteristics: unique selectivity because of in situ formation of an active species at the interface, inversion in polarity by transfer of electron and variability in product formation by control of potential. The most dominant advantage of using this chemical reagent is its adaptability to technology and flexibility in use. The use of water or ionic liquids instead of toxic solvents, room temperature condition, high energy efficiency and using the electrode as electron source instead of toxic reagents are in accord with the principle of green chemistry.

**Abstracts**

A) Nematollahi’s research group works on the development of electrochemical methods for the synthesis of new organic compounds. Electrochemical oxidation of benzenedioles in the presence of β-diketones as a facile and green method was used for the synthesis of new benzofuran derivatives in aqueous solutions with high atom economy and safe waste under ambient conditions.

B) Nanotubes and nanowires of conducting polymers such as polypyrrole and polyaniline were synthesized by using nanoporous templates such as alumina through electrochemical polymerization. Their dimensions were about 100 nm to 20 μm. These tubes show an enhancement of the electronic conductivity compared to bulk materials. They also show better properties (morphology, degree of delocalization and conductivity) compared to those tubes synthesized by a chemical method with the same templates.
C) Chiba et al. showed that modified electrodes enhanced the product yield. For example, Diels–Alder reaction of in situ generated quinones with dienes is accomplished in excellent yields in an aqueous sodium dodecyl sulfate solution by selective electrooxidation on a glassy carbon electrode modified by cation-exchange resin.1

D) Immobilization of enzymes and electron mediators on the surface of the electrode led to asymmetric electrochemical reactions.6a For example, asymmetric synthesis of amino acids has been successfully achieved by electrochemical reduction of an imino acid using an electrode modified with amino acid oxidase and electron mediator. Enantiomeric excesses close to 100% were achieved.6b

E) Paired electrosynthesis is a unique example of reaction design in organic and inorganic synthesis. In this method both reactive species that form at the anode and the cathode participate in desired reactions.7 For example, reduction of CO₂ to the anion radical at the cathode and oxidation of benzyl chloride at the anode produce α-chlorophenylacetic acid (36%) and α-phenylacetic acid (47%).7b

F) Geiger and his research group work on the synthesis and electrochemistry of some interesting organometallic compounds. The anodic oxidation of compounds having two Rh-containing moieties linked by a fulvalenediyldianion has been studied in varying electrolyte media. The effects of the supporting electrolyte and solvent were studied on stabilization of 1⁺ and 2⁺-cations and it was shown that the medium effect is a powerful method for manipulating the equilibrium concentrations of the various redox states that make up a multiple-electron-transfer process.8
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(1) The title of this spotlight derives from an expression used by Prof. W. E. Geiger.